Data is a crucial raw material of this century, and the amount of data that has been created in materials science in recent years and is being created every new day is immense. Without a proper infrastructure that allows for collecting and sharing data (including the original data), the envisioned success of materials science and, in particular, Big-Data driven materials science will be hampered. 
Introduction
The discovery of improved or even novel -not just new -materials or hitherto-unknown properties of known materials to meet a specific scientific or industrial requirement is one of the most exciting and economically important applications of high-performance computing (HPC) to date. The convergence of theoretical physics and chemistry, materials science and engineering, and computer science into computational materials science enables the modeling of materials, both existing materials and those that can be created in the future, at the electronic and atomic level. This also allows the accurate prediction of how these materials will behave at the microscopic and macroscopic levels, and so to understand their suitability for specific research and commercial applications. Computational high-throughput screening initiatives (for example, Refs. 1,2,3,4,5,6), significantly boosted by the Materials Genome Initiative 7,8 of the White House, meet this issue
by computing the properties of many thousands of structures. Having a closer look, however, one realizes that such studies are inefficiently exploited, so far, as only a tiny amount of the information that is contained in all the computed data is being used. In fact, this drawback applies to high-throughput screening as well as to any individual theoretical and experimental investigation. Unfortunately, besides a few numbers, tables or graphs that appear in the resulting publication, the wealth of other information contained in the full research work is typically disregarded or even deleted.
Changing this situation and fully realizing a comprehensive Data Sharing is slow and more characterized by lip services from science politics and funding agencies than by commitments and support. 9 This slows the possible progress of scientific advancements. The vision of NOMAD was and is to establish the fourth paradigm 29 in computational materials science (cf. Fig. 1 behind the materials properties and functions, i.e., the proper descriptors. These need to be based on atomic properties and "collective" quantities that are much less involved to determine than those to be predicted. Turning this vison into reality requires novel approaches as mentioned above, and we need an extensive data management: Similarly to the establishment of a stable internet, we now need to install a comprehensive Big-Data infrastructure.
Finally, we stress that the success of novel data-mining tools strongly depends on the data quality 35, 36 . The NOMAD Laboratory 10 has set out to address all these aspects of computational and data-driven materials science, providing a true platform for Open Materials Science. It starts with the NOMAD Repository 37 , by now the world-wide largest raw-data collection of its kind; in the NOMAD Figure 2 . Big-Data contain correlations and structure that are not visible in small data sets. Finding descriptors that determine a specific property or function of a materials is a crucial challenge. Once being in place, we will be able to machine learn the data and eventually draw maps of materials. Figure 3 and is described in more detail below.
The NOMAD Laboratory
The In short, the NOMAD CoE creates, collects, processes, stores, cleanses, and visualizes computational materials science data, computed by the most important materials-science codes available today. Most important, the NOMAD CoE develops innovative tools for mining this data in order to find structure, correlations, and novel information that could not be discovered from studying smaller data sets. The big picture is to advance materials science by enabling researchers in basic science and engineering to understand materials data, identify new materials and physical phenomena, and thus help industry to improve existing and develop novel products and technologies.
The NOMAD Repository
The first level of the NOMAD CoE is the NOMAD Repository. It contains the input and output files from several million high-quality calculations by now, and the data volume made available through the NOMAD Repository is rapidly increasing. In fact, the computational materials-science community uses millions of CPU hours every day in HPC centers worldwide. The NOMAD data collection comprises calculations that have been produced with any of the leading electronicstructure codes and increasingly also with codes from quantum chemistry.
Presently, NOMAD supports about 40 codes (see also NOMAD Archive, below), and less-frequently used codes will be added on demand. Thus, the NOMAD concept and praxis is orthogonal to other data collections, because the NOMAD Repository is not restricted to selected computer codes or closed research teams but serves the entire community with its ecosystem of very different computer codes. we recommend to watch a short movie 47 .
The NOMAD Archive
As the NOMAD Repository data is generated by many different computer codes, it is very heterogeneous. We have developed ways 
The NOMAD Encyclopedia
Knowledge and understanding of materials is based on their characterization by a variety of measured and/or computed properties. This includes structural Very shortly, the Encyclopedia will handle molecules, surfaces and adsorbate systems, the response to external excitations, elastic properties, Fermi surfaces, molecular-dynamics, and more.
Furthermore, the Encyclopedia provides a material classification system, links to external sources, and last but not least also an error-reporting tool for the case of problematic data. Should there be a dataset or a graph that does not appear to be correct, the user can, with the help of a simple menu, let us know about it.
The NOMAD Visualization Tools
Seeing helps understanding. Consequently, NOMAD has developed an infrastructure for remote visualization of the multi-dimensional NOMAD data. We provide a centralized service that enables users to interactively perform comprehensive data visualization tasks on their computers without the need for specialized hardware or software installations. It allows researchers to conveniently perform graphical analyses of complex and multi-dimensional, time-dependent data from electronic-structure simulations, together with molecular structures. A special focus is laid on virtual-reality (VR) for interactive data exploration. Users have access to data and tools using standard devices (laptops, smartphones), independent of their location. Such VR enhances training and dissemination and even were a great success when presented to the general public. As an example, we note that 360-degree movies can be even watched with simple Google cardboard glasses as demonstrated, e.g. for CO2 adsorption on CaO 48 and excitons in LiF 49 .
The latter, being six-dimensional objects, cannot easily be visualized in an insightful manner otherwise. Taking the position of an electron or a hole, VR allows for inspecting the space of its counterpart.
The NOMAD Analytics Toolkit
Having the data of the NOMAD Repository and Archive at hand, we now address the question how this data can be turned into knowledge and understanding.
Let us emphasize first that the amount of available data is huge (billions of results) but compared to the immensity of possible materials and the very many intricate processes that determine the materials properties, the coverage of the structural and chemical compound space is still shallow.
Interestingly, this immensity of possible materials is sparsely populated when the focus is on selected properties or functions, e.g. systems with a certain band gap and effective mass that are stable under ambient conditions. Thus, we are looking for some needles in a haystack, and if our tools are too approximate we may describe the hay but may miss the needles. Our aim is to develop Big-Data analytics tools that will help to sort all of the available materials data to identify trends and anomalies and to build maps that also cover presently not yet synthesized materials, as sketched in Fig. 2 .
Machine learning approaches are non-linear fits of a large pool of data. They will work, when there is enough data. However, for most materials properties this is often not the case, and the question has been raised if there will be ever enough data. The approach will work on less data if based on a clever descriptor (a set of descriptive parameters) that ensures that the data is arranged in a somewhat smooth manner. 27, 28 Obviously, finding the descriptor may require domain knowledge, particularity when a highly accurate and predictive description is required. Progress in this direction has been significant, in particular exploiting the mentioned sparsity by compressed sensing. In general, the systematic search for descriptors for materials science is still in its infancy.
In this spirit, the NOMAD CoE is developing an "Analytics Toolkit". The overarching topics that are currently addressed are (i) crystal-structure prediction;
(ii) scanning for good thermoelectric materials; (iii) finding better materials for heterogeneous catalysis, (iv) searching for better materials for optoelectronics and photovoltaics, (v) analyzing alloys and their plasticity, (vi) predicting topological insulators, and more. A number of prototype applications of our data-mining approaches are already publicly available. unreported QSHIs. Using a recently introduced method 28 , called SISSO (sure independence screening and sparsifying operator), the authors then offered 10 million candidate descriptors to identify the best low-dimensional descriptor. Figure 6 shows the corresponding "materials map" defined by the two-dimensional descriptor. Analysis of these descriptors (not shown here) yields fundamental insights in the mechanisms driving topological transitions. Furthermore, the map predicts several new QSHIs that were not part of the calculated materials.
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Summary and outlook
The growth of data from simulations (and experiments) is expanding beyond a level that is addressable by established scientific methods. The so-called "4 V challenge" of Big-Data -Volume (the amount of data), Variety (the heterogeneity of form and meaning of data), Velocity (the rate at which data may change or new data arrive), and Veracity (uncertainty of the data quality) -is clearly becoming eminent also in materials science. Controlling this massive amounts of data, on the other hand, sets the stage for explorations and discoveries. Novel datamining technology can find patterns and correlations in data that can't be seen in small data sets or standard tools. As such, data-driven materials research is adding a new research paradigm to our scientific landscape. All this is in the heart of the NOMAD CoE.
Handling experimental data in a similar fashion like we treat computational data -the logical next step -will make the data challenge even more intricate. Her research is dedicated to the understanding of conventional and organic semiconductors and interfaces thereof, complex alloys, 2D systems and more. A major focus is excited states, using and developing techniques beyond density functional theory. Another focus point concerns data-driven research. She is author of about 250 publications in peer-reviewed journals.
